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ABSTRACT 
In the normed metric space of n-square complex matrices, convergence of II, ]]A, 1) 
implies convergence of fI,(y + A,), with ]]CJ]] = 1 Vi, if and only if fI,=,,C{ converges 
for any integer 9. The limit of n,(q + A,) may be considered a function f, (A) of 
the summable sequence A = [A,]; the function f, is parametrized by CJ = [q 1. The 
sequences of summable matrices A = [A,] constitute a normed metric space .E with 
norm IAll. = C,]]A,]]. The family of functions f,.(A) = ff,(q + A,) is equicontinuous 
at A if (A], < 1. The special case of convergence to 0 is investigated. The results are 
illustrated in the context of strongly ergodic products of stochastic matrices C{, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have been concerned with the majorization of infinite 
products of matrices [l; 3, p. 1431 or with the convergence of such products 
[2,4,5,7]. The question of convergence is particularly relevant in the context 
of stochastic matrices [6]. 
One result [8, p. 1271 generalizes a well-known condition for the conver- 
gence of an infinite product of real numbers. Indeed we may consider the 
product 
P,,=(I+A,)(Z+A,)...(I+A,,,) (1.1) 
where the matrices A, and the unit matrix I belong to M,(c), the normed 
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metric space of n-square complex matrices over C. The product Z’,,, will then 
converge, for m + co, if the series CillAill converges (11 )I is any consistent 
norm on M,(C), i.e. llAZ3ll < IIAll. ~~B~~). 
Here we generalize the above result and consider the product 
p,, = (4 + A,)(& + A,). . . (u,,, + A,,,), (1.2) 
where IjU,ll = 1 Vi (we will assume throughout the paper that the matrices U, 
are of norm 1). 
Our purpose is to give conditions on the matrices U, under which the 
following proposition is true: 
(Pl) XillAill converges =. P,,, converges for m + co. 
2. MAIN THEOREM AND COROLLARY 
THEOREM 2.1. Proposition (Pl) is true if and only if 
(P2) V’r , P,,, , T = n J'L rU, converges for m + c0. 
Proof. Proposition (P2) is trivially necessary. Indeed P,,,,r will converge 
if we choose in (Pl) a sequence A = [A,] defined by 
(i) A 1 = Z - U,, where Z is the identity and i = 1,2,. . . , r - 1; 
(ii) Ai = 0, i = r,r + l,... . 
We next prove that (P2) is sufficient. 
To facilitate further developments we define a normed metric space E 
similar to 
z,= x:x= [x,], i=1,2 ,...; XiEC:; &l<ce ) 
1 1 
where square brackets denote a sequence of elements; the set 1 I is the 
familiar vector space of summable sequences of complex numbers. If we now 
replace complex numbers with matrices of M,(C), we obtain our space E: 
M:M=[M,],i=1,2 ,...; M+M,(C); ~IIM,II<cc 
, 
The sum of two elements in E and the multiplication by a scalar are 
defined via the corresponding operations on the components M,. We define a 
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13 
l”IE = Cll”ill (2.2) 
The quantity so defined is clearly a norm on E, since 11 II is a norm on 
MS ). 
Given the fixed sequence U = [Vi] of Equation (1.2), we now define a 
family f,, (m = 1,2,. . . ) of functions mapping E into M,(C): 
f,: M= [Mi] + lJ!!!Jl((S+Mj). (2.3) 
For any m the function f,(M) is well defined, as it involves a finite product 
of matrices. If we let M(9) be the element M of E truncated at the order 9 
(i.e. M(9) = [M,, M,, . . ., M,, O,O, . . . I), then proposition (P2) guarantees that 
f,,( M( 9)) will converge for m going to infinity. Indeed, we have 
(2.4) 
which converges because P,,, ~ + 1 converges for m -+ co. 
If we let A = [A i] be the element of E considered in (Pl), the problem is 
then to prove that f,(A) converges. We will do so by showing that f,,(A) is a 
Cauchy sequence in the complete metric space M,(C). 
As above, A(9) will be the element A truncated at the order 9. We then 
have, for any 9, r, s, 
11fr(A)-f,(A)11~11f,tA)-f,(A(9))11 
+ 11 f,@(9)) - f,@(9)) II 
+Il.m(9N-&b4)II~ (2.5) 
For any w > 9, we then have 
(2.6) 
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The difference appearing in (2.6) may be expanded as a sum: 
where each term in the sum is a product of u) - 9 matrices Z(j, i) each of 
which is either V, or A,. The sum is over all such products, except the 
product for which every Z(i, i) is equal to U, [this product is subtracted on 
the left-hand side of Equation (2.7)]. The sum of products may be majorized 
by writing 
(2.8) 
We recall that the matrices U, are of norm 1 and note that the sum on the 
right hand side of (2.8) is the expansion of 
ii (l+llA,ll-1 
,=fJil 
(2.9) 
Because A E E, the product ni(l+ ]]Ai]]) converges to a limit K. We then 
have 
(2.10) 
Therefore, given any (small) number E, if 9 is sufficiently large (say 9 = 9a), 
we will have 
(1 L(A) - L(A(9)) (1 G s/3 for any m > 90. (2.11) 
In (2.5) we now let 9 = 9”. If r, s > 9a, the first and third terms on the right 
hand side of (2.5) are smaller than ~/3. Now that 9 is fixed, the second term 
can be made smaller than ~/3 by choosing r and s larger than some integer 
9i. Therefore, if we take r, s > max(q,, 9r), then the expression on the left 
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hand side of (2.5) will be smaller than E. This proves that f,,(A) is a Cauchy 
sequence and it converges. n 
for 
REMARK. If P,,i of proposition (P2) converges, then P,,,,, will converge 
any r if each matrix U, is invertible. 
We note that (Pl) and (P2) are trivially equivalent to 
(P3) XiljAill converges * v’r, n:L,(U, + Ai) converges for m -+ co. 
We have established that f;,,(A) converges as m -+ co. We now examine 
in more detail the limit (infinite product) as a function of A. 
First, to broaden the discussion we let F denote the set of all sequences 
U = [U,] verifying (PZ): 
F= {U: U= [U,], i=l,2,...; U, E M,(c); Vi, llUil,ll = 1; U verifies (P2)). 
We let the sequence U = [Vi] vary, and we consider the family of well-defined 
functions f,, (parametrized by U) mapping E into M,(C): 
tn 
&‘“‘=,,,‘3’, ,$Uj+Mj), U=[U,]EF, M=[M+E. 
I 
(2.12) 
We now prove a corollary that will be of use in the sequel. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The family of functions fCr (U E F) is equicontinuous 
at M if IMJ, < 1. 
Proof. When M and T belong to E we have 
Because 1 MI E < 1, there is a number s (0 < s < 1) such that 
s < 1 - l/Mill < l/U, + M,ll < I + IlMill vi, (2.14) 
(2.13) 
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and therefore the product FI,[]U, + iMill converges for m --) co. Because of 
(2.14), the limit will be smaller than some number C independent of U. Then 
the quantity in Equation (2.13) can be majorized by 
fi r7,+ldi _ fi vi + Mi q 
i = 1 IIV, + Mill i = 1 Ilv, + Mill + Ilv, + M,ll 
(2.15) 
To simplify notation we let 
CJj+ Mi 
’ = Ilr/, + Mill ’ so that lly11 = 1 Vi; (2.16a) 
?1 
W = IlU, + M,(I ’ 
sothat W=[~]GE and jW/k:~%. 
(2.16b) 
Now for any E we choose W verifying 
(2.17) 
Therefore we may write, as in (2.10), 
(2.18) 
Because ) W I E is smaller than JTJ,/s, the inequality (2.18) will be verified if 
jT(,<sln l+& . 
( 1 c 
(2.19) 
Given E, we now define 6 = sln(1 + e/C); S depends only on M and not on 
the particular function f,,. We then have 
ITI, =Z. I[fii(M)-f,(M+T)((~&, 
which proves that the functions f,, are equicontinuous at M. 
(2.20) 
m 
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3. CONVERGENCE TO ZERO 
Strictly speaking, an infinite product of real numbers niXi going to zero 
is not considered convergent. For such a product to converge to a nonzero 
value, we know that each term Xi must converge rapidly to 1 (i.e. Xi = 1 + Ai, 
with xi 1 A i 1 < cc ; the limit of the product is then independent of the ordering 
of the terms X,). 
We now examine these problems in the present context where the 
elements Xi and Ai are matrices belonging to M,(C). 
Given an element U = [U,] E F, we define u’(9) as the sequence of 
matrices Vi starting at the order 9: 
u’(9)= [UY’U9+1,...]. (3.1) 
Clearly if U E F, then U’(9) E F. We define A’(9) similarly and note that 
A’(9) belongs to E if A belongs to E. We then have 
THEOREM 3.1. Given U E F, we consider the following two properties: 
(P4) rITS$Ji = f&,,(O) = 0 v9, 
(P5) ll&(U, + Ai)= f&,,(A’(q))= 0 V9, VA E E. 
Then (P4) and (P5) are equivalent. 
Proof. (P4) * (P5): We have for any integer p > 9 
II 
< fi[jr:,+A,ll fi (U,+Ai) 
i=y (I i=p+l 
(3.2) 
The infinite products in (3.2) exist by virtue of Theorem 2.1. We let E be any 
positive number. We also recall that the family of functions fi (Z E F) is 
equicontinuous at 0. Therefore there exists S such that if (Al, < 8, then 
)I fi(A)II will be smaller than E when Z = u’(q), for any 9. Because A E E, 
and by definition of A’( p + I), it is possible to find a sufficiently large p that 
1 A’( p + 1)l E < 6. By equicontinuity, we then have 
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where K = n, (1 + llA,ll) does not depend on p. Hence f, ,.,(,,( A’( 4 )) can be 
considered arbitrarily small, and it is therefore equal to 0. This proves 
(P4) - (P5). 
The converse is obvious. n 
REMARK. Clearly property (P5) may be rephrased by saying that 
f,,.,,,(A) = 0 for any 4 and A E E [indeed, for any A E E it is easy to find 
B E E such that A = B’(q)]. 
4. APPLICATION TO PERTURBED STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
In this section we will characterize a large subset of F by invoking the 
theory of stochastic matrices [6, p. 1491. We first recall some definitions: 
(1) A stochastic matrix is a nonnegative matrix whose rows add up to 1. 
(2) The forward product P,,,. r = n:,a,rJ, of stochastic matrices is said to be 
strongly ergodic if it converges for every r to a rank one matrix. Therefore the 
limit matrix P (which is stochastic) has identical rows and is called a stable 
matrix. In addition P does not depend on r. 
We now consider the following norm in M,,(C): 
II4 = Max 2 IQ where A=(%,). (4.1) 
’ j=l 
Therefore all stochastic matrices are of norm 1. We may now define the set 
F’= {u:u= [U,], i=1,2 ,...; 
Vi, I\U,ll is a stochastic matrix and P,,,, r is strongly ergodic} 
By definition of strong ergodicity, for the norm defined in (4.1) we now see 
that F’ is a subset of F. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1 we know that if 
U= [U,] E F’ and A = [Ai] E E, then the product 
(4.2) 
converges for m --) co. We call P,,, a product of perturbed stochastic matrices 
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in the sense that each stochastic matrix U, is augmented by a matrix A, and 
A, rapidly goes to 0 (i.e. the series C,(IA,(J converges). 
We note that F’ is a nontrivial subset of F, because f,,,c,, never verifies 
(P4) when U E F’. 
We now consider the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Zf U E F’, then VA E E, and for any 9, tie have 
(4.3) 
or equivalently 
fu,c,,(A’(9)) = fir,c,,(A’(q))f,.(O), (4.4) 
where, as we know, the limit fr,(0) is a matrix P which is stable. 
Proof. We first note that for m > 9, we may write 
fcr,(q,(A’(q)) = I!? (V, + Ai) .f~r~(rrg+~)(A’(m + 1)) 
i 
(4.5) 
i=y 
We observe that 1 A’( m + 1)1 E approaches 0 as m + 00. Because U E F’, we 
have 
where P is a stable matrix. Therefore, remembering that f,, is equicontinuous 
at 0, we may rewrite Equation (4.5) as 
f&#‘(9))= [~~,,c,,(A’(q))+S,,](P+ I’,,,)> (4.7) 
where S,,, and T,,, approach 0 as m -+ co. By passing to the limit we have 
&&4’(9)) = f&,,(A’(d).P, (4.8) 
which completes the proof. 
We now let fCizCqJA, i, j) be the entry in the ith row and jth column of 
f,,,,,,( A’(9)). If pi is the entry in every row of the ith column of P, Equation 
20 
(4.4) yields 
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f(“(,,(A,iJ)=~j 5 fc,,,q,(Atizk), i = 1,2 ,...,n, j = 1,2 ,..*, n, 
k=l 
(4.9) 
where the pi’s sum to 1. When the sum of the right hand side of Equation 
(4.9) is equal to 0, then every entry in the ith row will also be 0. If the sum is 
not 0. then we have 
If the matrices U, + Ai are nonnegative and row allowable (i.e., at least one 
entry in each row is positive [6, p. 80]), then Equation (4.10) expresses the 
fact that the forward product of nonnegative matrices 
fv,,,(A’W) = ir (v, + Ai) 
i = 4 
(4.11) 
is strongly ergodic [6, p. 921. Indeed, at the limit, for each row the weight pi 
of the entry in the jth column is independent of the row and of q. 
Interestingly, the weights pi are also independent of the perturbations 
A = [A i]. These weights depend only on U = [ Uj]. 
Even though in general the matrices V, + A, are complex, we may loosely 
express Proposition 4.1 in the following manner: a perturbed product of 
strongly ergodic stochastic matrices converges and is strongly ergodic; in 
addition the ergodic behavior (weights pj) is independent of the perturba- 
tions. 
Finally we note that the results presented here can be transposed to 
backward products of the form llrl,U,+,,,_i. 
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